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Audioengine 5+ (A5+) Conclusions
Alright, so for those of you reading this review and you haven’t really gotten the message yet, these
Audioengine 5+ speakers are awesome. I think this is one of those all around speakers that’ll really do
the trick for everything. Yeah, it would be better if you could grab a pair of totally flat monitor speakers
for music if you’re into that type of sound signature, but usually with a computer, you need a pair of
speakers that can do it all, and I think the Audioengine 5+ is that pair of speakers. Crisp and clear
treble, warm mids, a fairly powerful bass response, huge soundstage, and a huge sweet spot. See
why I think it’s so awesome? Yeah. That said, it’s a smidge heavy on the bass and for some of you,
this might be a deal breaker, but considering most people spend tons of time on their computer for
stuff like games and movies that need some low end, I’m not going to fault Audioengine for giving the
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5+ a bit of extra oomph down there. Well, not so much oomph as the bass is more musical than the
usual 1 note booms you hear off something like my old Logitech Z- 2300.
In terms of appearance, I really love the simple and classy look of speakers. The kevlar woofer here
looks fantastic, and the matte finished black cabinet fits in with most computer decor. That said, those
who have a full white theme (Apple people, yes I’m pointing at you) can opt for the white edition of the
Audioengine 5+ and those who prefer a more exotic look can opt for the bamboo edition as well. One
thing I’m not a huge fan of though is the off center tweeter. Personally, I think it looks a bit funky and
unbalanced as I’d like to see it placed in the middle, but I guess some people like the design so it’s
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not a huge huge deal. These things still look amaz ing.
Connectivity and features is also something that’s really impressive. USB charging port, 3.5mm jack,
RCA inputs, RCA outputs. Nuff said. Has everything you need and a bit more. Audioengine even
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includes little covers and a full accessory package, which includes all the cables you’ll need to get
going, and a remote control. Notice how there’s a lot of “a little bit more” here. It kinda feels like buying
a Blu- Ray player to find an HDMI cable included. Yep, just that little bit more.
Pricing on the Audioengine 5+ is currently $399.00 on Amaz on, so it’s definitely one of the most
expensive computer speakers out there. If you throw in a subwoofer such as the Audioengine S8 and
a quality DAC like the Audioengine D1, you’re definitely looking at around $1,000. That said, I think the
sound quality with these are amaz ing and with its feature/accessory package, it’s well worth the $400.
The thing about speakers is that unlike other computer gear such as motherboards, CPUs, GPUs, etc.
that only last you 6 to 18 months, high quality speakers will easily last you 10 years or more if you
treat them with care, so $40 (or less) a year for 10 years (or more) of audio bliss? Totally worth it.
Speaking of reliability though, one thing I’m not pleased about with these speakers is Audioengine’s
choice in using cheap Chinese capacitors in the speaker’s amp. I was really, really, really tempted to
deduct a huge point for this, but I haven’t had issues with the Audioengine 5+ speakers over the time
I’ve tested them, and overall reliability across user reviews on Amaz on seem pretty good. However,
I’m not convinced at all that ChengX or Yihcon capacitors should even belong in a $400 pair of
speakers.
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Manufacturer’s Response
“…you are correct – these are not the highest quality, but one thing to note is that these are mostly
bypass caps and not directly in the audio path.”
“…the crossovers are separate PCB assemblies directly mounted in each speaker and include
higher-quality audio caps than used the amplifier. We would have preferred to use WIMA Nichicon,
etc. everywhere but just didn’t have the budget for a $400 pair of speakers.”

Bottom Line
Forget about the MM- 1, forget about the Companion 5, forget about the BeoLab 4. If you’re looking for
the best pair of all around speakers for your computer, this is it.
Special thanks to Audioengine for making this review possible.
The Audioengine D1 DAC is currently available on Amaz on.
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